
Automotive
 Wire & Cable

SXL Primary Wire - Thin Wall
The SXL cables construction consists of a cross-
linked polyethylene jacket, a higher heat tolerance, 
and is more resistant to abrasion and ageing.

SGT & SGX
Battery cables are most typically used to connect 
a battery to a car's electronic system and ground 
it. Battery cables generally are larger in gauge size 
and, therefore, an overall heavier product.

Type HDT - Lighting & Primary (Heavy Wall)
Type HDT heavy-wall wire is designed for use in 
rigorous automotive applications that require high 
durability.

Trailer Cable
The Trailers cables PVC jacket is resistant to abra-
sion, chemicals, gas, oil, and weather, making it 
ideal for these rugged automotive applications.

Type GPT - Lighting & Primary
GPT/Primary automotive wire is the most com-
mon type of automotive wire, and as its name 
implies, it is able to fulfill most general purpose 
applications.

GXL Primary Wire - Thin Wall
Type GXL wire is excellent for automotive applica-
tions requiring high heat resistance and is suitable 
for use in temperatures from -51°C up to +125°C. 

The Sycor team is stocked and ready to help with all of your automotive wiring needs. We carry 
everything you need for automotive applications, including primary automotive wire, motor 
wire, cross-linked automotive wire, speaker wire, battery cable, brake cable, and more. Our 
expansive selection is available in a variety of configurations. If you are unsure of which kind 
your application calls for, our sales team is always available and willing to help you with any 
questions you may have. Sycor Technology's signature value-added services, including striping 
and terminating, give you the resources to make your own solution unique to your application.
 
If you can’t find the automotive wiring product you are looking for on our site, just give us a 
call! Our friendly and resourceful sales team is fully equipped with the tools and knowledge to 
help track down a product that will fit your outlined specifications.

TXL Primary Wire - Extra Thin Wall
Type TXL thin wall automotive wire consists of 
a single, stranded, bare copper conductor with 
extra-thin wall XLPE insulation.

Available Approvals
• SAE J-1128
• Ford M1L-50A
• Chrysler MS-3490
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